"Learning never exhausts the mind."
--- Leonardo da Vinci

March 4, 2013

This week’s highlights . . .

We had a fun Dr. Seuss Day on Friday! The Cat in the Hat came to visit us and gave everyone a special bracelet! Thank you Cat in the Hat! This month is March Madness! Students are encouraged to read double the amount they usually read to reach our goal of reading 2013 books by the end of the month. This will be a combined effort between Kindergarten, First and Second Grades! Please fill out the March Madness reading logs for this month instead of the ones we typically do on a weekly basis.

We continue with our study of Space through learning more about the planet Earth. We will begin place value in math this week. Continue to work on practicing those math facts at home. In spelling, we are learning about the long vowel o spelling patterns. We will be working on main idea and inferring in reading both in whole and small groups. Finally, in writing we will continue to work on our nonfiction pieces on penguins. The students are working really hard on these pieces! I am so proud of the work they are doing! Have a great week!

Sincerely,
Mrs. Rivera

T-Shirts

We will be ordering our end of the year T-Shirts very soon! Please send in $3.00 by Friday, March 15th for your child’s end of the year T-Shirt!